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Two of what?

Males have two sexual organs

called hemipenes, that can

fertilise a female, depending on

what side the female is on to the

male.

Heat Detectors:

Royal pythons have a line

of holes along their upper

jaw, which are used to

detect heat signals. These

are called heat pits and

are vital when hunting

for food.

Wide Variety:

Royal pythons are popular

among breeders due to the

extreme diversity in

colour morphs. They come

in hundreds of different

colours and patterns.

Anatomy

Native to:

Habitat:

Behaviour:

Social:

Size:

Lifespan:

Grassland, scrublands and sparsely wooded areas

A semi-arboreal snake, mainly nocturnal, they are

docile and steady, but also quite clumsy!

Solitary.

Males are usually 3-4ft, while females are larger

between 4-6ft. This is not a strict rule however.

Anywhere up to 30-40 years.

A Better Life for Exotic Pets

Sub-saharan Africa and the Central African Republic

Shedding Skin:

As they grow and heal

old injuries, royals will

shed their skin in one

go, creating a perfect

layer of skin that

slides off.

Spectacles:

Royals do not have eyelids,

but they do have special

scales that protect their

eyes called spectacles. The

scales come off with every

shed cycle as normal.
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I feed according to size & condition in the chart below...

Diets

Water
Clean, fresh water should be available at all times in the enclosure. Provide a water

dish large enough for the snake to soak in if it wants to, and change daily.

Royal pythons are carnivorous animals, with a slow metabolism/digestive system. It's

important to feed them a prey item appropriately sized for the snake - no larger than

the widest part of the body. Take care not to feed too frequently, as this can cause fat

to build around the vital organs. 

Feeder Type Frequency

Medium Mouse/Rat Fuzzy

Adult Mouse/Small Weaner Rat

Large Weaner Rat

Small Rat

Medium Rat

Every 5-7 days

Every 1-2 weeks

Every 2-3 weeks

Every 3-5 weeks

Every 4-6 weeks

We also feed chicks once or twice a year as a treat.

Feeding frozen/thawed is the recommended method for a royal python.

Prey must be fully defrosted in the fridge before offering to your snake and you

will see a better feeding response if the prey animal is warm. You can do this by

submerging it in a plastic bag in warm water or blowing with a warm-heated

hairdryer.

Royals are known to be picky eaters. Ensuring the prey animal is warm enough

is a huge factor, but don't be alarmed if they go off food, provided they are not

drastically losing weight.

Feeding Frozen/Thawed

I defrost my feeders over the day in a bag in the fridge, and warm with a hair dryer

before offering to the snake using tongs.

Do not handle your snake for 48hours after feeding to avoid regurgitation
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Space: 

You need enough space

for the snake to stretch

out fully, with at least 1ft

of height to allow them

some climbing space.

Lighting: 

They need a day and night

cycle and will benefit from

using a low-level UVB light

on during daylight hours.

Temperature: 

They need a basking spot

at 32°C, with an area below

23°C to allow for

thermoregulation.

Enclosures

Decor: 

Lots of hiding and

burrowing places, as well

as some low-level climbing

branches. Provide plenty

of plant cover and a pool

for soaking.

Humidity: 

Royal pythons need an

ambient humidity of 40-50%,

with occasional spikes.

Substrate: 

A deep layer of moisture

promoting substrate is

ideal. Orchid bark or coco

coir make good options

for royal pythons. 

We suggest a 4x1.5x1.5ft

wooden vivarium for a 4ft

adult royal python.

We suggest a 2ft UVB tube

at 5% for our royal pythons.

A caged, compact 5% UVB

bulb will also be suitable.

We suggest a halogen heat

bulb, on a dimming stat, at

one end of the enclosure, to

create the basking spot.

We suggest a substrate

that maintains a steady

humidity, while misting

every now and then to

create the needed spikes.

We use a deep layer of

orchid bark that holds the

humidity just right.

Please see examples page.

Variations may apply when using a bio-active set-up

Remove poo and urates daily

Mist or fog twice daily

Fully change substrate when needed - this should be done

approximately once a month

Clean decor items when soiled - fully disinfect monthly

Maintenance
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Enclosure Example

Setting up the tank is often the most expensive part of getting a new exotic.

Between the tank, the electrics, the decor and maintenance tools, the cost can

seem crippling. Here are some of my tips on budgeting...

Take your time

You should never rush into a purchase, so buy what you need piece by piece - this

will give you time to research royal pythons while you build your setup.

Don’t just buy new

Using tools like Facebook, eBay and other sales sites will save a lot of money!

Use a Bio active substrate

Bioactive substrates will allow you to add clean-up-crew and plants to the setup

that can make one lot of substrate last the animal's entire life

Get creative

You don’t need the flashiest, top of the range decor. Try making hides out of old

Tupperware, jars or cardboard boxes. So long as it functions as it needs to and

doesn’t cause a fire hazard it’s fine.

How to Save Money

Fake

Foliage

UVB Tube

Lighting

Hiding

Spots

Ceramic Heat

Bulb

Cool Hide Water Bowl Plant Cover Warm Hide
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Once you notice the stuck shed, place the

snake in a shallow tub of luke-warm water

(about 2cm deep) to allow the skin to soften.

After 20 minutes, bring them out and rub

them with a damp washcloth until clear.

Vet advice should be sought ASAP, as

antibiotics will likely be necessary. This can

easily be prevented with correct husbandry

and picked up through regular health checks.

First, you should re-look at the enclosure and

see if there are ways you can make the snake

feel more secure! Make sure the prey item is

warm enough for the snake to detect. If this

fails, vet advice can be sought.

This should also be checked by a vet. It is

usually a result of excessive humidity, so this

should be reduced to the correct level in the

enclosure. Betadine baths for non-open sores

will help keep the infection under control.

The below are a look at some common health problems you may see. It is still,

ALWAYS recommended to seek veterinary assistance for anything out of the ordinary.

Common Health Problems

Stuck Shed & Retained Eyecaps

A snake should be able to shed fully in one

clean piece. Sometimes they will struggle to

remove the skin around the head, eyes and

tail, which can cause problems further down

the line if not removed.

Respiratory Infection

In cases where humidity or temperatures are

incorrect for a prolonged period of time, royals

can develop an infection of the upper

respiratory tract. This will show as visible

saliva or mucus in the mouth, open-mouth

breathing, wheezing or abnormal behaviours.

Fasting

Royal Pythons are prone to losing appetite and

refusing food for long periods of time. This can

be caused by improper enclosures, stress,

breeding seasons or underlying health

problems. It can be very confusing.

Scale Rot

Scale rot is a wide term to cover any infection

or damage to the scales and skin layer. This

can include blisters, burns or infections. You

should be able to notice any changes in colour

(not shedding) and any visible sores.


